Celebrity Tassels Are
Latest Fashion Trend
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By Noelle Downey
While there’s plenty of glamorous ways that celebrities shake
up their style, a new trend on the move is turning
celebrity fashion into fun with a terrific new twist: tassels.
That’s right, the newest trend is tassels, and all your
favorite stars are jumping on the bandwagon. Whether adding a
bit of a funky twist to an otherwise conservative dress or
going full fringe to make sure they stand out on any red
carpet, these ladies all seem to know a little extra flair
never hurt anyone.

Check out these stellar looks below
and see if this celebrity fashion
trend could be the newest staple of
your wardrobe too!
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Blake Lively flashes a winning smile and sparkles in her
little black tasseled dress as she and her sister, Robyn
Lively, enjoy a fun girl’s night out on the red carpet. With
her strappy heels and big statement earrings, this look comes
off as a great combination of classic and au courant.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ryan Reynolds Had Ridiculous
Birthday Message for Wife Blake Lively
Clemence Poesy
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Actress and model Clemence Poesy looks calm and serene as she
shows off her baby bump on the red carpet in this beautiful
tasseled and tiered dress. The gold color and its waterfall of
fun fringed layers make this dress stand out, even though
otherwise it remains tastefully simple.
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Demo Lovato belts one of her hit songs in Dubai during her
recent concert tour while wearing her own interpretation of
this celebrity look, a black and beige fringed leotard. The
crisscrossed pattern and sparkly black tassels make this a one
piece that’s definitely worth a second look.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Lovato Supports Rumored BF
Guilherme Vasconcelos at MMA Fight
Poppy Delevingne
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Poppy Delevingne stuns in this iridescent dress that takes
tassels to a whole new level. With its gorgeous silver sheen,
layers of fringe, and sparkling jewel accents, this is
definitely a dress to turn heads, and if her confident strut
in this picture is any indication, she seems she knows it,
too!
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Victoria Secret model Jasmine Tookes poses at the Vanity Fair
Oscar Party in this sheer and sparkly tasseled off-theshoulder dress. While the variations from sparkles to barelythere fabric lend the dress texture and depth, the tassels add
a sense of life and originality that it otherwise lacks,
giving this Oscar party dress its own flair for the dramatic.
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While Katy Perry keeps it cool and casual on the right side of
this photo, on the left she moves from comfortable to killing
it in an instant. While her simple white dress and fur wrap
make her look like an innocent starlet from days gone by, the
long tassels on the bottom of her skirt hint that a party girl
just might be hiding behind that shy expression on her face.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Katy Perry & Orlando Bloom
Break Up After Ten Months Together
After taking a look at these star’s interpretations of the
tassel trend, do you think you might just want to add a little
fun fringe to your life? Let us know what you think in the
comments!

